
SRL RGB-D Human Attributes Dataset Release Agreement (v1.0)

Dataset Release Agreement for the

SRL RGB-D Human Attributes Dataset

About the Dataset

The SRL Human Attributes Dataset has been recorded for the purpose of full-body human attribute recognition in 
RGB-D. We can share a large subset of this dataset for research purposes, which includes all subjects that have 
agreed for their data to be shared with other research institutions. The copyright of the dataset belongs to the Social
Robotics Laboratory at the Albert-Ludwigs-University of Freiburg, Germany.

Getting Access

To obtain access to the dataset, you must fill out the following form and send a scanned, signed copy of this form 
via e-mail to linder  @  cs.uni-freiburg.de. We will then send you an e-mail with further access instructions on how to 
download the dataset. Overall, you will need around 100 GB of free disk space for the color/depth image-based 
version of the dataset (containing extracted person images with only few background), and 40 GB for the point 
cloud-based version of the dataset (also just containing the person sub-cloud).

We reserve ourselves the right to refuse access to individuals or institutions that cannot properly justify their 
research intentions. This dataset may not be used for military research applications.

Conditions of Use

The researcher(s) or research institution (“Researcher”) agrees to the following restrictions
on usage of the SRL Human Attributes Dataset: 

1. Redistribution: Without prior written approval from the copyright holder, the dataset, in whole or in part, will not 
be further distributed, published, copied, or disseminated in any way or form whatsoever, whether for profit or not. 
This includes further distributing, copying or disseminating to a different facility or organizational unit in the 
requesting university, organization, or company. 

2. Commercial and Military Use: Without prior written approval, the dataset may not be used for commercial or 
military purposes. 

3. Publication Requirements: When using images of the dataset within publications, faces of people must be 
sufficiently anonymized (by blurring or via black bars). In no case should the still frames or video be used in any 
way that could cause the original subject embarrassment or mental anguish. 

4. Citation: All documents and papers that report on research that uses the dataset will acknowledge the use of the
database by including an appropriate citation of the following paper: 

Timm Linder, Sven Wehner, Kai O. Arras
"Real-Time Full-Body Human Gender Recognition in (RGB)-D Data"
IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA'15), Seattle, USA, 2015.

5. Indemnification: The Researcher agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Albert-Ludwigs-University 
of Freiburg and its officers, employees and agents, individually and collectively, from any and all losses, expenses, 
damages, demands and/or claims based upon any such injury or damage (real or alleged) and shall pay all 
damages, claims, judgments or expenses resulting from researcher’s use of this dataset.

______________________________________
DATE AND SIGNATURE
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_____________________________________________
FIRST NAME AND LAST NAME OF PERSON SIGNING

_________________________________________________________________
RESEARCH INSTITUTION

_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS OF RESEARCH INSTITUTION

______________________________________
ZIP CODE, CITY, STATE

______________________________________
COUNTRY

______________________________________
CONTACT EMAIL

______________________________________
CONTACT PHONE

__________________________________________________________________________________________
INTENDED RESEARCH PURPOSE

__________________________________________________________________________________________
INTENDED RESEARCH PURPOSE,  CONTINUED

______________________________________
DATE AND SIGNATURE
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